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Listeners have a remarkable ability to localize and identify sound sources in reverberant
environments. The term ‘‘precedence effect’’~PE; also known as the ‘‘Haas effect,’’ ‘‘law of the
first wavefront,’’ and ‘‘echo suppression’’! refers to a group of auditory phenomena that is thought
to be related to this ability. Traditionally, three measures have been used to quantify the PE:~1!
Fusion: at short delays~1–5 ms for clicks! the lead and lag perceptually fuse into one auditory
event;~2! Localization dominance: the perceived location of the leading source dominates that of
the lagging source; and~3! Discrimination suppression: at short delays, changes in the location or
interaural parameters of the lag are difficult to discriminate compared with changes in characteristics
of the lead. Little is known about the relation among these aspects of the PE, since they are rarely
studied in the same listeners. In the present study, extensive measurements of these phenomena were
made for six normal-hearing listeners using 1-ms noise bursts. The results suggest that, for clicks,
fusion lasts 1–5 ms; by 5 ms most listeners hear two sounds on a majority of trials. However,
localization dominance and discrimination suppression remain potent for delays of 10 ms or longer.
Results are consistent with a simple model in which information from the lead and lag interacts
perceptually and in which the strength of this interaction decreases with spatiotemporal separation
of the lead and lag. At short delays, lead and lag both contribute to spatial perception, but the lead
dominates~to the extent that only one position is ever heard!. At the longest delays tested, two
distinct sounds are perceived~as measured in a fusion task!, but they are not always heard at
independent spatial locations~as measured in a localization dominance task!. These results suggest
that directional cues from the lag are not necessarily salient for all conditions in which the lag is
subjectively heard as a separate event. ©2001 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1328792#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Qp, 43.66.Rq, 43.66.Pn@DWG#
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I. INTRODUCTION

When a sound is produced in a reverberant environm
it propagates in multiple directions and is subsequently
flected from various surfaces. The complex array of stim
received by the listener consists of multiple sounds, eac
which carries its own set of localization cues. In order
avoid localization errors, the auditory system must reso
which cues belong to the source and assign greater weig
them in the localization process. Efforts to understand h
the auditory system processes sounds in complex envi
ments have utilized simple stimulus paradigms in which
source~lead! and a single simulated reflection~lag! are pre-
sented in anechoic environments with short delays~1–5 ms
for clicks, 30–50 ms for speech and music! between their
onsets. Many studies have shown that the localization in
mation in the source receives greater perceptual weight t
or hasprecedenceover, the reflections; hence, this pheno
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enon is commonly known as the precedence effect~Cremer,
1948; Wallachet al., 1949; Zurek, 1980; Blauert, 1997
Litovsky et al., 1999!.

Several perceptual phenomena related to the preced
effect have been quantified over the years.Fusion refers to
the finding that at short delays listeners hear one fused a
tory event, but fusion breaks apart as delays are increa
~e.g., Blauert, 1997; Freymanet al., 1991!. Discrimination
suppressionrefers to the general finding that a listener’s ab
ity to detect changes in directional cues in the lag is p
compared to sensitivity to changes in the lead~e.g., Zurek,
1980; Shinn-Cunninghamet al., 1993; Tollin and Henning,
1998!. Localization dominancerefers to the finding that the
perceived location of a fused sound is dominated by the
rectional information in the lead~e.g., Wallachet al., 1949;
Zurek, 1980; Blauert and Divenyi, 1988; Divenyi, 199
Shinn-Cunninghamet al., 1993; Litovskyet al., 1997!.

Studies of fusion date back to the early part of the c
tury ~cf. reviews by Blauert, 1997; Litovskyet al., 1999!. A
common experimental paradigm presents numerous t
34609(1)/346/13/$18.00 © 2001 Acoustical Society of America
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with the lead–lag delay randomized; the listener reports
subjective impression of whether one or two sounds
heard on each trial. For click stimuli, at short delays~1–5
ms! most listeners report hearing only one sound on 100%
trials; at long delays~8–10 ms! most listeners report hearin
two sounds on 100% of trials; at intermediate delays ther
a transition in the percentage of trials in which ‘‘tw
sounds’’ are reported. In general, the percentage of ‘‘t
sound’’ trials increases fairly steeply with delay, althou
the exact delay at which this sharp transition occurs va
across individuals~e.g., Freymanet al., 1991!. This critical
delay, known as theecho threshold, is usually defined as the
delay at which two sounds are reported on some prede
mined percentage of trials~usually between 50% and 75%!.
Echo threshold varies with stimulus conditions, testing s
ation, and instructions given to the listener~Zurek, 1987;
Blauert, 1997!. Finally, it should be noted that the fusion ta
does not measure masking; listeners can detect the pres
of the lag even when they do not perceive the lag as a s
rate auditory event.

Most localization dominance studies have been c
ducted under headphones using ‘‘adjustment’’ protocols
these experiments, listeners match the position of a refere
stimulus by setting interaural parameters~such as time, ITD,
or level, ILD! of a test stimulus. This approach provides
quantitative measure of the relative influence of lead and
binaural cues on lateralization~von Bekesy, 1960; Wallach
et al., 1949; Haas, 1951, 1972; Snow, 1954; Leakey a
Cherry, 1957; Yost and Soderquist, 1984; Shin
Cunninghamet al., 1993!. These studies show that when th
delay is a few milliseconds, the heard location of a fus
image is much nearer to the position of the lead~presented in
isolation! than that of the lag. Localization cues of the la
also contribute to the lateralization; however, when the de
is near or equal to zero, the perceptual influence of the
increases until it contributes almost equally to the ove
spatial impression. Although free-field measurements of
calization dominance are less common, these studies
show that the lag contributes relatively little to the perceiv
location of the fused image~Hafter et al., 1992; Litovsky
et al., 1997!.

Studies of discrimination suppression have been c
ducted under headphones by measuring the just-noticea
difference ~jnd! in the ITD ~e.g., Zurek, 1980; Shinn
Cunninghamet al., 1993; Saberi and Perrott, 1990! or ILD
~Zurek, 1980; Gaskell, 1983! of the lagging source. In free
field, measurements have been made for discrimination
the azimuthal direction of the lagging source~Perrottet al.,
1989; Freymanet al., 1991; Litovsky and Macmillan, 1994
Yang and Grantham, 1997a, 1997b; Litovsky, 1997!. At
short lag delays, changes in the lag location~or binaural
disparities! are difficult to discriminate relative to compa
rable differences in the lead. As the delay increases, lag
crimination performance improves dramatically, presuma
because directional information in the lag becomes more
lient.

Historically, the three aforementioned psychophysi
measures have all been attributed to a single phenome
namely, the precedence effect. However, the relation am
347 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 1, January 2001 R. Y. Lit
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them is not well understood, in part because measures o
three tasks have never been obtained in the same liste
Although it is often assumed that all measures reflect the
that information in the lag is rendered perceptually inacc
sible ~e.g., Zurek, 1980; Freymanet al., 1991!, few studies
have included parallel measurements of lag discriminat
and either fusion or localization dominance. Compariso
that have been made do not uniformly agree. For instan
fusion and discrimination suppression are thought to refl
similar processes when single pairs of lead–lag stimuli
used~Freymanet al., 1991!, but not when a train of lead–lag
stimuli is presented and the ‘‘buildup of echo suppressio
occurs~Yang and Grantham, 1997a!. Does the lag have to be
perceived as a separate event from the lead in order for
and lag discrimination to be equivalent? Can directional
formation of the lag be accessed even when the lag is
fused with the lead? While it has been suggested that lo
ization dominance and discrimination suppression refl
similar processes~Shinn-Cunninghamet al., 1993!, the rela-
tion of fusion and localization dominance has never be
explored.

This study has two main purposes. The first is to qu
tify localization dominance in conditions for which two dis
tinct sources may be perceived. Previous studies have e
not allowed for responses that measure more than one so
position ~Shinn-Cunninghamet al., 1993! or have con-
founded temporal order confusion with localization dom
nance~Stellmacket al., 1999!. The second purpose is to d
rectly compare fusion, discrimination suppression, a
localization dominance measures in the same listeners, u
similar stimuli. By directly comparing the delays at whic
listeners recover from ‘‘precedence,’’ as defined by ea
measure, we can begin to address whether a single com
tational mechanism underlies these three phenomena.

In order to relate the current results to previous repo
experimental procedures used in the current study are b
on those commonly used in earlier experiments. Th
whereas the discrimination suppression experiment use
objective measure, the fusion experiment asks subject
report their subjective impression of how many events
heard~an approach that confounds subject criteria with d
ferences in sensitivity!. In addition, the number of interval
in a trial differed across the three experiments, even tho
the basic stimuli were otherwise comparable. To the ext
that precedence build-up may have influenced results, dif
ences across the three experiments may be partially
plained by a difference in build-up. However, despite the
cautionary notes, the results reported herein are the first
allow direct within-subject comparisons of performance
all three precedence measures.

II. METHODS

A. Subjects

Six adults~two male, four female! participated as sub
jects in all experiments. All had pure-tone thresholds of
dB HL or less at octave frequencies between 250 and 8
Hz. The ages of the listeners ranged from 19–22 years. T
347ovsky and B. G. Shinn-Cunningham: Measures of precedence
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listeners had previous experience in psychoacoustic t
~S4, S5!. All listeners were given a minimum of 1 h of prac-
tice on each of the tasks.

All testing was conducted in a double-walled soun
proof booth. Testing was initially conducted on the fusi
task, was followed by a randomized sequence of trial blo
for the discrimination and pointer tasks, and ended wit
repetition of the fusion measurements.

B. Stimuli

A Tucker-Davis Technologies System II stereo ana
interface was used to construct the stimuli. The output w
fed through a 16-bit DAC to Sennheiser HD 520 II hea
phones. The general precedence stimulus~Fig. 1! was used
for all three experiments. All stimuli consisted of 1-m
Gaussian noise bursts with a 0-ms rise–decay time. A le
lag stimulus configuration consisted of two pairs of binau
noise bursts presented with various combinations of inte
ral time differences~ITDs! for the lead (t1) and lag (t2)
pairs. Within a given interval, lead and lag were identic
noise samples with new samples chosen for each inte
Delays varied from 1–15 ms.

C. Test parameters

1. Fusion

On each trial, the general stimulus was presented th
times, with interstimulus intervals of 500 ms. The ITDs
the lead and lag were constant within each trial. ITDs
lead and lag were chosen from the set~1400, 0,2400! ms,
for a total of nine combinations. For five of the six subjec
eight delays were used~1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 12, and 15 ms!. The
sixth subject was also tested at longer delays of 20, 30,
70, and 100 ms~see Sec. III!. On each trial, the ITDs and
delays were randomly chosen. A total of 20 trials were p
sented at each delay and lead/lag ITD combination for a t
of 1440 trials per listener. On each trial, listeners were
structed to report whether they perceived ‘‘one fused au
tory event’’ or ‘‘two sounds’’ on the third interval. Listener
were aware of the fact that two events were always prese
each interval. No feedback was provided, since two stim

FIG. 1. General precedence stimulus~left! used for all three experiment
and pointer stimulus~right! used on the localization dominance pointer tas
Stimuli consisted of 1-ms Gaussian noise bursts with a 0-ms rise–d
time. The lead and lag each consisted of a pair of binaural noise b
presented with a specified interaural time differences~ITDs!, denoted ast1

for the lead andt2 for the lag. The echo delay represents the delay betw
the lead and lag pairs, defined as the time interval between the midpoin
t1 and t2 . In the general stimulus,t1 and t2 could have ITD values that
were either the same or different. In the pointer stimulus, the lead and
pairs had the same ITD value.
348 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 1, January 2001 R. Y. Lit
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were always present. Testing was repeated both prior to~first
run! and following ~second run! all other experiments.

2. Discrimination suppression

On each trial, the general stimulus was presented th
times in an ABX forced-choice task. In this procedure, t
‘‘target’’ ITD of the first ~A! and second~B! interval dif-
fered. The target ITD of the third interval~X! was randomly
chosen to equal either that of A or B with equal likelihoo
The nontarget ITD and the lead/lag delay were the sam
all three intervals of a given trial. Three conditions we
tested that differed in the ‘‘target’’ ITD. In one condition, th
target was the ITD of the lead in the general precede
stimulus~Fig. 1!. In the second condition, the target was t
lag ITD. The final condition was a control in which only on
binaural burst was presented~i.e., the control did not use a
precedence stimulus!.

An adaptive procedure was used to estimate the jnd
the target ITD at different reference ITDs and delays. In ea
run, the delay and reference ITD were fixed. The change
the target ITD~around the reference! varied adaptively using
a modified 2-down/1-up protocol with 14 reversals~Hawley,
1994!. The starting ITD was 400ms. For the first four rever-
sals the ITD was either increased or decreased by a facto
2; subsequent changes were by a factor of 1.4. Threshold
estimated by averaging the ITDs of the last ten revers
Feedback was provided on every trial. Thresholds were
tained at delays of 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, and 15 ms for the t
conditions~lead- and lag discrimination! using the genera
precedence stimulus. The reference target ITD was eith
~center! or 2400 ms ~left!. In each trial of lead- and lag
discrimination, the ITD of the noise burst that was not bei
discriminated~lag and lead, respectively! was chosen ran-
domly ~from a uniform distribution ranging from2500 to
500 ms!, forcing listeners to use directional information
the target to perform the task. All delay and stimulus co
binations were repeated three times with the order of
conditions randomized.

3. Localization dominance

In the final task, listeners adjusted an acoustic pointe
indicate lateral positions of a target stimulus. On each tr
listeners alternated between listening to the general stim
~target! and the pointer stimulus~Fig. 1!. The pointer stimu-
lus had the same basic structure and temporal character
as the general stimulus, except that the lead and lag IT
were equal. Listeners controlled the ITDs of the pointer
adjusting a potentiometer dial. ITDs could vary betwe
61000ms in steps of 10ms. Subjects were asked to indica
the perceived location~s! of the lead/lag target by adjustin
the pointer ITDs. Since two images are often perceived at
longer delays used in the experiment, measurements w
repeated twice for all stimuli, with two separate sets of
structions. On half of the trials listeners were told to mat
the ‘‘right-most’’ image; on half of the trials instruction
were to match the ‘‘left-most’’ image. If only one image wa
heard, both instructions should yield identical results. T
right-most and left-most trial types remained constant wit

ay
ts
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of
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a block, and the order of the blocks was randomized wit
each session. The final ITD of the pointer~the subject re-
sponse! will henceforth be referred to as ‘‘alpha’’ or th
‘‘matched ITD.’’

Stimuli alternated between seven presentations of
target and nine presentations of the pointer. The pointer
cation could be adjusted while it was being present
Stimuli automatically alternated between target and poin
until the listener indicated confidence in their match
pressing a button. The ITDs of the lead and lag~t1 andt2!,
and the delay~1, 2, 3, 5, 10, and 15 ms! varied from trial to
trial, but were held constant within each trial. ITDs of bo
lead and lag were chosen from the set$1400, 0,2400 ms%
for a total of nine combinations. Each condition was repea
five times for every listener. Presentation order of all IT
combinations and delays was randomized, and testing
conducted in blocks lasting approximately 1.5 h.

III. RESULTS

A. Fusion

Data from all six listeners are shown in Fig. 2. For S1
S5, the first and second measurements~left and right panels,
respectively! are shown~S6 is discussed in more detail b
low!. The percentage of trials on which listeners repor
two sounds is plotted as a function of delay; dashed horiz
tal lines indicate 70.7%~echo threshold as proposed by Ya
and Grantham, 1997a!. Data from conditions with the sam
absolute difference between ITDs of lead and lag are a
aged, and each plot compares data for differences of ma
tude 0, 400, and 800ms.

For all subjects, fusion was strongest at short dela
where the proportion of two sounds reported was very lo
As delay increased, fusion broke down and two sounds w
heard on a majority of trials. Three aspects of the data
noteworthy. First, echo threshold delay varied dramatica
across listeners~see Table I!. For example, in the first run
some listeners reached echo threshold at delays equal
less than 5 ms for the majority of conditions~S2, S3, S5!.
Echo thresholds were slightly higher for S1~4.7–6.5 ms! and
even larger for S4~8.7–12 ms!. One listener~S6! needed
extraordinarily long delays~on the order of tens of millisec
onds! to recover from fusion. For this subject, addition
delays were tested after the initial results had been gath
on all three tasks. Results using these longer delays
shown in the bottom-most right panel. For this subject, e
thresholds were around 45 ms.

A second interesting aspect to note is that fusion res
changed for some subjects between the first and secon
sion sessions~measured before and after the discriminati
and localization data were gathered!. For S2, S4, and S5
there was a tendency for fusion to increase during the sec
session compared to the first session. The echo threshold
S3 did not seem to change. Echo thresholds for S1 sho
small decreases between the first and second sessions. F
and S6, there was no clear effect of experience on e
threshold.

Finally, we examined the effect of spatial separation
tween lead and lag. In Fig. 2, results are combined ac
349 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 1, January 2001 R. Y. Lit
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conditions in which the spatial separation was either 0ms
~lead and lag at same location!, 400ms ~lead at 0 and lag a
6400, or vice versa!, and 800ms ~lead at1400 and lag at
2400, or vice versa!. There was no consistent influence
lead/lag ITD on echo threshold in the fusion data measu
in the current study.

B. Discrimination suppression

Data for the six listeners are shown in Fig. 3. Interaur
time difference~ITD! jnd’s are plotted as a function of dela
for lead ~filled symbols! and lag discrimination~open sym-
bols!. Each data point in Fig. 3 represents the overall me

FIG. 2. Fusion results are shown for the six listeners tested. Left and r
columns show data collected before and after the discrimination and po
data, respectively. Each plot shows the percentage of trials on which
subjects reported hearing two sound images as a function of the lead
delay. For five subjects~S1–S5! delays ranged from 1–15 ms. For S6 th
left column shows data at 1–15 ms, and the right column shows results
further testing conducted at longer delays. Within each plot the differ
lines show data collapsed according to the absolute value of the differ
between the lead and lag ITDs.
349ovsky and B. G. Shinn-Cunningham: Measures of precedence
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TABLE I. Mean echo thresholds~for six subjects! for conditions in which the absolute difference betwe
lead–lag ITDs were either 0, 400, or 800ms. Thresholds are shown for the first and second measurem
obtained before and after testing discrimination and pointer tasks, respectively.

Subject

First run Second run

ut12t2u50 ut12t2u5400 ut12t2u5800 ut12t2u50 ut12t2u5400 ut12t2u5800

1 6.7 6.3 4.7 2.6 2.9 2.7
2 2.6 2.5 2.7 6.4 6.2 5.8
3 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.7 1.6 1.4
4 11.9 11.4 8.7 .15 14 .15
5 4.4 4.1 3.7 5.9 6.8 7.0
6 N/A N/A N/A 45.6 44.0 45.2
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for the conditions at each delay. Error bars show the stand
error around the means across six repetitions~three per con-
dition!. Performance depended strongly on delay for five
the six listeners and weakly for S6~the remaining subject!.
At short delays lag discrimination was poor, evidenced
large ITD jnd’s. In contrast, lead discrimination performan
was relatively good at the short delays, as evidenced
much smaller ITD jnd’s. Analyses of variance tests exam
ing the effect of the two reference conditions~0 ms and
2400 ms! found no significant difference between the co
ditions (p.0.05), as expected from the results shown
Fig. 3.

The results show that at short delays, listeners were
to use directional information in the lead much more read
than directional information in the lag. This presumably
flects the fact that for precedence effect conditions, the l
carried more perceptual weight in localization than the
~e.g., Zurek, 1980; Shinn-Cunninghamet al., 1993!. As de-

FIG. 3. Discrimination results are shown for the six listeners tested.
jnd’s are plotted as a function of delay for lag~open symbols! and lead
~filled symbols! conditions. Data were collapsed across reference ITD du
the lack of any statistically significant differences between these conditi
Means and standard error bars are based on the six data points~three at each
reference ITD!.
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lays increased, lag discrimination improved so that by 10
lead and lag performance was roughly equal. This result s
gests that precedence was no longer effective by 10 ms.
some listeners~S1, S3, S5!, lead discrimination was actually
worse than lag discrimination at delays greater than 10
This reversal suggests that at these long delays~and for these
subjects!, the lag interfered with the lead ITD informatio
more than the lead interfered with the lag ITD informatio
Finally, intersubject differences were large. For instance,
difference between lead and lag conditions was greater
three listeners~S1, S2, S3!, primarily due to better lead dis
crimination at the shortest delays. In contrast, results for
suggest that lead and lag interact strongly at all delays
evidenced by poor discrimination in both the lead and
conditions for all measured delays.

C. Localization dominance

Figure 4 shows a sample data set for the pointer ta
For brevity, we will refer to the various experimental cond
tions in the pointer task using two letters to denote the late
positions~right, R; center, C; and left, L! of the lead and lag,
respectively. The instructions are denoted by which lette
bold ~recall that listeners were instructed to match either
right-most or left-most image!. The bold letter denotes which
of the bursts in the target was farther to the side indicated
the instructions. For instance, in theR-C condition, the lead
ITD was 1400 ms ~right! and the lag ITD was 0~center!.
Since, in isolation, the R stimulus is right-most compar

o
s.

FIG. 4. Example of pointer results for subject S1 at one set of condition
which the lead was either on the right~400 ms! or left ~2400 ms! and lag
was at center. The average perceived position~a!, based on five repetitions
at each condition, is plotted as a function of lead–lag delay. The symbo
indicates whether instructions were to match the lead~filled! or lag ~open!.
Symbols indicate whether the lead was on the right~circle! or left ~square!.
350ovsky and B. G. Shinn-Cunningham: Measures of precedence
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FIG. 5. Pointer results for six listeners portray the a
erage~of five trials! alpha values—the perceived loca
tions ~ITDs! under various conditions, at delays 1–1
ms. Each row contains data from one listener. In t
legend~top!, lead–lag positions are denoted by orde
so that R-C denotes lead on right and lag at cen
Instructions included cases in which listeners were to
to match the ‘‘right-most’’ or ‘‘left-most’’ auditory im-
age in the event that more than one image was hea
the bold letter indicates whether instructions were co
sistent with matching the lead or lag. Each column co
tains data for a set of complimentary conditions. T
left column shows cases in which the lead was on eith
the right~1400 ms! or left ~2400 ms!, and the lag was
always at center. The second column shows case
which the lead was always at center and the lag w
either on the right or left. In the third column, both lea
and lag could be on the right or left. In the right-mo
column, lead and lag were always at the same locati
either on the right~R-R!, or at center~C-C!, or on the
left ~L-L !. The dashed lines within each plot indica
the ITDs for the left, center, and right~2400, 0, 400ms,
respectively!.
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with the C stimulus, the R is bold when the instructions we
to match the right-most. In R-C the C is bold because th
instructions were to match the left-most. We henceforth re
to a condition such asR-C as one for which ‘‘the instructions
were to match the lead’’~and, similarly, R-C as a condition
for which ‘‘the instructions were to match the lag’’!, even
though the instructions were always to match either the l
or right-most sound image.

In the example in Fig. 4, four conditions are shown: tw
with lead on right and lag at center~R-C and R-C!, and two
with lead on left and lag at center~L -C and L-C!. Closed
symbols denote cases in which the instructions were
match the lead, and open symbols denote cases in which
instructions were to match the lag. Each horizontal das
line marks one of the noise burst~either lead or lag! ITDs.

If the listener hears two images at separate locations
are roughly equal to the locations of each burst in isolati
the same stimulus should yield different results depending
the instructions~whether or not the subject can tell the tem
poral order of the two images!. TheR-C matches would then
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be near the lead ITD at1400ms and the R-C matches would
then be near the lag ITD at 0. However, if the lead domina
localization, bothR-C and R-C stimuli would be heard nea
the lead ITD at1400 ms, regardless of instructions. Sim
larly, in the two L-C conditions, if the lead dominates loca
ization, match ITD should fall near2400ms, independent of
instructions. Conversely, if matches fall near the lag ITD
indicates that directional information from the lag is infl
encing performance.

In Fig. 4, when instructions were to match the lead, t
matched ITD~pointer ITD! was near the lead ITD at al
delays. At the shorter delays, the listener matched the
ITD regardless of instructions, consistent with a strong p
cedence effect. When instructions were to match the lag,
matched position only approached the lag ITD at 15 ms
the L-C condition. In the R-C condition, the matched ITD
was 100ms even for a delay of 15 ms, indicating that th
lead still carried a great deal of influence in the localizati
process.

Figure 5 shows the entire data set for the pointer ta
351ovsky and B. G. Shinn-Cunningham: Measures of precedence
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Results show a strong effect of delay and a dependenc
the relative ITDs of the lead and lag for all listeners. In th
figure, the open and closed symbols should differ if listen
hear two distinct positions. For instance, the open symbol
the left column would fall at 0ms if listeners matched the
position of the lag~independent of the lead!. Similarly, the
closed symbols should remain at either1400 or 2400 if
listeners matched the position of the lead~independent of the
lag!.

At short delays, regardless of instructions, all listen
placed the pointer near the ITD of the lead, suggesting
they perceived one location near the lead. As delay
creased, different instructions elicited different responses
the same stimulus, although not all listeners perceived
images at longer delays. In addition, the likelihood of p
ceiving two distinct images depends on the relative ITDs
the lead and lag. Listeners S1–S4 generally heard two s
rate images for delays equal to or greater than 15 ms. H
ever, some results are asymmetric, most notably for liste
S2 and S4, who heard an image near the lag ITD when
lead was on the right, but not when the lead was on the
Even at the longest delays measured, listeners S5 and S
not appear to hear two separate images. For these sub
results are roughly independent of instructions: the open
closed symbols are near the lead ITD at short delays and
approximately midway between the lead and lag ITDs
longer delays.

When the lead was at center and lag lateral~to either the
right or left; second column! three listeners~S1–S3! heard
one image for delays ranging from 1 to 5 ms and two ima
at longer delays. The other three listeners~S4–S6! heard one
image whose location was near the lead at short delays
midway between the lead and lag at longer delays.

Finally, when the lead and lag were on opposite sid
~6400 ms; third column!, four listeners~S1–S4! localized
two distinct images at the longer delays. The matched p
tions of the two images were essentially equal to the lo
tions at which the lead and lag bursts would be percei
when presented in isolation, indicating that the lead and
images did not interact for these subjects and conditio
Listener S5 showed some asymmetry. S5 matched two
tinct images when the lead was on the right or left, but
spatial separation of these images was much smaller w
the lead was on the left. Listener S6 never matched
distinct locations.

D. Match performance near echo threshold

The ability of listeners to locate two distinct images do
not seem to be directly related to their subjective reports
whether one or two images are present. Fusion data~Fig. 2!
show that many of the listeners reported hearing two sou
at delays near 5 ms; however, at these delays the sam
teners matched a single location near the lead, indepen
of instructions ~Fig. 5!. Thus, it appears that localizatio
dominance persists to longer delays than fusion.

To illustrate this point, Fig. 6 plots estimated match
ITD at the fusion echo threshold delay~found by interpolat-
ing matched ITDs across delay!. Each plot shows data from
one listener. For every lead/lag ITD and instruction com
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nation, the matched position is plotted as a function of le
ITD. The symbol and fill indicate whether instructions we
to match the lead~squares! or the lag~open circles!. Filled
circles are used for matches in which lead and lag ITD w
equal and instructions were expected to have no effect
Fig. 6, if the lead ITD completely dominated perception, t
data would fall along the diagonal, independent of instru
tions or lag ITD. In other words, the matched ITD would b
roughly equal to and highly correlated with lead ITD, ind
pendent of instructions. If two locations were perceived,
squares would generally be expected to fall nearer the d
onal and the open circles to be independent of lead I
value.

Table II shows correlation values between lead or
ITD and match ITD at fusion echo threshold when instru
tions were to match lead or lag. For some subjects, the

FIG. 6. Estimated matched ITD at the fusion echo threshold delay~found by
interpolating matched ITDs across delay!. Each plot shows data from on
listener. For every lead/lag ITD and instruction combination, the matc
position is plotted as a function of lead ITD. The symbol and fill indica
whether instructions were to match the side closer to the lead ITD~squares!
or the lag ITD~open circles!. Filled circles are used for matches in whic
lead and lag ITD were equal and instructions were expected to have
effect. For each condition, two data points appear with the same sym
representing different values of lag ITD.

TABLE II. Correlations between lead~or lag! ITD and matched ITD, when
instructions were to match the lead~or lag!.

Subject

Lead ITD and
instructions to

match lead

Lead ITD and
instructions to

match lag

Lag ITD and
instructions to

match lead

Lag ITD and
instructions to

match lag

1 0.99 0.97 0.06 0.18
2 1.00 0.99 20.01 0.01
3 0.99 0.99 0.06 0.10
4 0.91 0.17 0.16 0.94
5 0.57 0.88 0.57 0.30
6 0.65 0.39 0.64 0.90
352ovsky and B. G. Shinn-Cunningham: Measures of precedence
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relation with lead ITD was quite high regardless of instru
tion. For other subjects, these correlations were m
modest. For all subjects, correlations were low between
ITD and matched ITD regardless of instructions. These
sults suggest that, at fusion echo threshold, listeners w
primarily utilizing directional cues contained in the lead.

The data are replotted in Fig. 7 as a function of lag IT
to further illustrate this point. If data fell along the diagon
it would indicate that subjects heard a single location n
the lag ITD, independent of lead ITD. If subjects heard t
independent images at the lead/lag locations, open cir
would fall on the diagonal~be highly correlated with the lag
ITD! and squares would show little dependence on~be es-
sentially uncorrelated with! lag ITD. Both the lack of struc-
ture in the data in the plot and the low correlation betwe
matched ITD and lag ITD~Table II! further confirm that
precedence is strong at echo threshold.

For three listeners~S1, S2, S3! the lead was clearly
dominant, with the correlation between lead ITD a
matched ITD close to 1.0 regardless of instructions~see
Table II!. Listener S4 had high correlations~a! between lead
ITD and matched ITD when instructions were to match
lead, and~b! between lag ITD and match ITD when instru
tions were to match the lag. This result suggests that S4
able to match the location of either source. Both S5 and
showed only moderate correlations with either lead or
ITD. S5 showed some asymmetry, with matches domina
more by the lead when the lead ITD was to the right~1400
ms! than to the left~2400 ms!.

E. Model estimate of precedence weight based on
pointer results

The metric c ~described in Shinn-Cunninghamet al.,
1993! was calculated to quantify the relative influence of t
lead and lag in localization. According to the model, t
value ofc is estimated by

FIG. 7. Data from Fig. 6, replotted as a function of lag ITD.
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c5~ap2t2!/~t12t2!,

whereap is the matched ITD andt1 andt2 are the lead and
lag ITDs, respectively, for a given condition. Ac value of
1.0 indicates that precedence is complete and that the
dominates lateralization entirely. Ac value of 0.5 indicates
that the lead and lag both contribute equally to localizat
perception. Ac value of 0 indicates that the lag dominat
lateralization completely. In our study, instructions varie
and listeners were told to match either left or right imag
~see Figs. 4 and 5 for details!. When told to match the lag, a
c value of 0 would be expected if listeners heard two disti
images, one near the lead ITD and one near the lag ITD
listeners were told to match the lead and a distinct image
heard near the location at which the lead would be hear
isolation, ac value of 1 is expected. Finally, if the lead an
lag form a single image, thenc should fall between 0 and 1
and be independent of instructions.

In Fig. 8,c values for each listener are shown as a fun
tion of delay for combinations of conditions in which th
lead was lateral~L or R! and lag at center~left column!, the
lead at center and lag lateral~middle column!, or both lead
and lag were lateral~right column!. The fill indicates the
instructions; open and closed symbols reflect conditions
which instructions were to match the lead and lag, resp
tively.

Four listeners~S1–S4! showed strong precedence at d
lays less than 5 ms. Regardless of instructions, they matc
the lead location andc values were near 1. For these su
jects, as delays increased, precedence weakened. Whe
structed to match the side of the lead,c was high, indicating
that these listeners heard the lead with little influence of
lag. However, as delay increased, two distinct images w
heard. When instructed to match the lag,c was less than 0.5
indicating that subjects heard a second image that was in
enced more by the lag ITD than the lead ITD. For listen
S5 and S6,c rarely fell below 0.5, indicating strong prece
dence at all delays tested.

The data also suggest that precedence was weaker w
the lead–lag ITD difference was large. To illustrate th
point, we calculated the difference betweenc values for pairs
of conditions in which the lead ITD was identical, instru
tions were consistent, but the magnitude of the lead–lag I
difference was either 800 or 400ms. For example, we found
the difference in the calculatedc values for the condition
L -R and the conditionL -C for each subject and delay. Sim
lar comparisons were made forR-L versusR-C, L-R versus
L-C, and R-L versus R-C. For each subject, these differenc
are plotted in Fig. 9 as a function of delay when instructio
were to match the lead. Within each plot, differences
tween left-center and right-center are shown separately
the lag interferes with the lead more when lead and lag
spatially close, then the difference should tend to be posit
since we would expectc to be nearer to 1 when the lead–la
separation is 800ms. Similar computations were conducte
for the match-lag conditions, but are not plotted; statisti
analyses of the data are, however, included~see Table III!.

Results show that when listeners were instructed
match the lead,c values tend to be larger~precedence is
353ovsky and B. G. Shinn-Cunningham: Measures of precedence
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stronger! when the lead–lag separation is 800ms compared
to 400 ms. This effect is especially pronounced at long
delays. This finding suggests that interference from the
on the lead image is greater when the lead and lag are
tially close. However, when listeners were instructed
match the lag, there was no consistent difference betwec
values for the 800- and 400-ms lead–lag separations, su
gesting that the strength of the interference of the lead on
primarily lag image was independent of spatial separatio

These observations were confirmed statistically. Le
right symmetry was assumed in a statistical analysis of thc

FIG. 8. Averagec values~based on five repetitions! as a function of delay.
Each row shows data for one listener. Each column contains conditions
different combinations of positions for the lead and lag. Left column: le
was lateral~L or R! and lag at center. Center column: lead at center and
lateral. Right column: both lead and lag lateral~see legends at top of col
umns!. For each condition, the burst that listeners were instructed to m
is indicated in bold. The fill indicates the instructions; closed and o
symbols reflect conditions in which instructions were to match the lead
lag, respectively.
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values~e.g., by combining data for conditionsL -R andR-L!.
For each subject, the pairs of conditions whose differen
are plotted in Fig. 9 were compared using one-tailed, pa
t tests to evaluate whether there was a statistically signific
effect of the spatial separation of lead and lag onc. The same
analyses were conducted for match-lag conditions, altho
the raw data are not shown in Fig. 9. Results from th
analyses are shown in Table III, where comparisons yield
p,0.001 are indicated~X!. Statistically significant differ-
ences were observed in four listeners for the match-lead c
ditions, and only for intermediate and long delays. Sign
cant differences for the match-lag condition were on
observed for one listener at one delay~S1, 10 ms!.

In summary, when lead and lag are spatially near o
another, localization dominance does not abruptly disapp
rather, a single image moves away from the lead gradu
before breaking into two images, one of which grows
wards the lead and one which grows towards the lag as d
increases. When lead and lag are spatial far apart~Fig. 8,
right column!, any second image is very near the lag IT
and is relatively unaffected by the lead ITD.

IV. DISCUSSION

Wallach et al. ~1949! introduced the term ‘‘precedenc
effect’’ to describe the finding that when two pairs of d

ith
d
g

h
n
d

FIG. 9. Difference inc values for large~800 ms! and moderate~400 ms!
difference between lead and lag ITD. For each subject, delay, and la
source location, thec value calculated when the absolute lead–lag IT
separation is small is subtracted from thec value when the lead–lag sepa
ration is large. Each panel shows results for a different subject. Error
show standard deviation in the differences. To the extent that spatial s
ration results in less influence of the lag on the perceived location of
primarily lead source image location, these differences will be positive.
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chotic clicks are presented with a brief delay, they are fu
into a single auditory image whose perceived direction
dominated by the interaural cues of the leading click p
This result offered a simplified and elegant analogy to
perception of simple sounds in reverberant spaces, w
information concerning the source reaches the ears first
is followed by information from the reflections or echoe
The obvious conclusion was that the auditory system m
mizes confusion regarding the true location of the source
attributing greater perceptual weight to the first-arrivi
wavefront and minimizing the influence of later-arriving r
flections. This phenomenon has also been attributed
mechanisms involved in localization dominance~e.g., Dive-
nyi, 1992; see Litovskyet al., 1999!. While interaural differ-
ences in time and intensity as well as spectral cues are
important in directional hearing, the focus of the pres
study was on comparing various measures related to pr
dence, with a focus on interaural time cues.

Over the years, investigators have studied not only
calization dominance, but also related perceptual phenom
using the leading–lagging stimulus paradigm. The ot
measurements include identifying conditions under wh
the sounds are perceptually fused and determining the ex
to which directional changes in the location of the laggi
source can be discriminated. These various measures o
perception of stimuli consisting of a direct sound and a la
arriving reflection have all been included under the umbre
term ‘‘precedence effect.’’ Although it is assumed that the
is a strong relationship among these different effects,
extent to which they are mediated by the same audit
mechanisms is unclear. To address this question, the pre
study systematically compared all three phenomena in
same listeners.

TABLE III. Test of significance (p,0.001) of difference inc values when
subjects are instructed to match the source position on the side of the
burst~A! or lag burst~B!. In ~A!, c values for conditionsL -R andR-L were
compared toc values for conditionsL -C andR-C in a one-tailed, paired t
test. In~B!, c values for conditions L-R and R-L were compared toc values
for conditions L-C and R-C in a one-tailed, paired t test. Individual subje
results are given in initial rows; results across subjects are shown in
bottom row.

Subject

Delay ~ms!

1 2 3 5 10 15

~A!
1 ¯ ¯ ¯ X X ¯

2 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ X
3 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ X X
4 ¯ ¯ ¯ X X X
5 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

6 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

Across subs ¯ ¯ ¯ X X X

~B!
1 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ X ¯

2 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

3 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

4 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

5 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

6 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

Across subs ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
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In this discussion we first compare our data to resu
from previous studies, then consider the relationship betw
the different tasks used in the current study, and finally d
cuss why it may be appropriate to view the precedence ef
not as a mechanism for suppressing echoes, but as a
general process for enabling robust localization.

A. Basic findings and relation to previous work

Fusion results were generally in agreement with pre
ous reports: at short delays~,5 ms! listeners heard one fuse
sound image, and as the delays increased a second s
emerged. The delay at which subjects perceived two sou
on 70.7% of the trials~echo threshold! varied across sub
jects, although the extent of the variability observed here
not been previously reported. For click stimuli measureme
made in free field, echo thresholds have been in the ra
5–10 ms ~Ebata, 1968; Freymanet al., 1991; Yang and
Grantham, 1997a!. In our study, thresholds for five subjec
fell near or within this range; however, subject S6 had ec
thresholds~45–50 ms! significantly longer than any previ
ously reported for click stimuli~for a review, see Litovsky
et al., 1999!. We cannot eliminate the possibility that lon
echo thresholds might reflect unusual central auditory p
cessing, not unlike that reported for localization dominan
in listeners with temporal lobe epilepsy~e.g., Hochster and
Kelly, 1981!. However, all previous studies report measu
ments for only a handful of subjects, and relatively little
known about the range of echo thresholds in the popula
at large. It is therefore premature to rule out the possibi
that the ‘‘normal’’ range of echo thresholds for click stimu
can extend to 50 ms, at least when measured under h
phones.

Discrimination results in the present study are in agr
ment with previous reports in which performance was m
sured at numerous delays~e.g., Zurek, 1980; Tollin and Hen
ning, 1998; Stellmacket al., 1999!. For lag discrimination
thresholds, the general phenomenon is illustrated with
tremely high ITD jnd’s at short delays. The difficulty tha
listeners encounter in extracting directional information fro
the lag is thought to reflect a suppressive mechanism th
activated by the presence of the lead. This suppres
mechanism strongly suppresses lag information at brief
lays; at longer delays, performance improves as the supp
sive influence of the lead becomes less effective. Lead
crimination results further suggest that, while listeners
able to ignore lag information at short delays, at longer
lays the lag becomes increasingly more intrusive. This fi
ing is consistent with one previous report~Stellmacket al.,
1999! which found that at long delays not only is the lag n
suppressed but the lag interferes with the ability to extr
lead information more than the lead interferes with the l
However, this asymmetry~or antiprecedence! is thought to
arise because subjects are~1! uncertain about the tempora
order of the two auditory events, and~2! tend to be biased
towards responding to the more recent stimulus in the pa

Localization dominance measures using the poin
technique are more extensive here than in previous rep

ad

e
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performed either using headphones~Zurek, 1980; Shinn-
Cunninghamet al., 1993! or in free field ~Leakey and
Cherry, 1957; Snow, 1954; Haas, 1951; Litovskyet al.,
1997!. Although there are few existing parametric data
comparison, current results are generally consistent with
vious reports: localization dominance is strongest at de
of 1–5 ms and weakens thereafter~for review, see Litovsky
et al., 1997!. Unfortunately, our data set did not include d
lays in the range between 5 and 10 ms, which was the d
range across which lead dominance changed most dram
cally for most subjects. The current data are also consis
with a previous report~Shinn-Cunninghamet al., 1993!
which suggested that the dominance exerted by the lea
stronger when the lead and lag ITDs are similar and wea
for larger spatial separations. A similar effect was relativ
strong in four~S1–S4! of our six subjects. This finding sug
gests that both temporal and spatial separation between
and lag affect the strength of the precedence effect.

Current data are unique from two standpoints. First,
individual variability observed in localization dominance h
not been previously reported. Although localization dom
nance is thought to be most effective for click stimuli at 1
ms, two of our listeners did not recover from this effect
15 ms. Both of these listeners had high fusion echo thre
olds ~one of the subjects had an extremely large echo thre
old; see above!. Since instructions and testing protocol w
identical for all subjects, we tentatively conclude that t
widely accepted duration of the suppressive window~of 1–5
ms! does not apply to all subjects. It is therefore importa
that a population study be conducted to determine the ra
of ‘‘normal’’ behavior for localization dominance and to e
timate the suppressive temporal window for normal-hear
listeners.

This study is also unique in that it quantifies localizati
dominance in conditions where two sources are perceive
allowing two different responses to the same stimulus c
ditions. In a previous study using a similar paradigm~Shinn-
Cunninghamet al., 1993!, only one matched position wa
measured. As a result, if two sources were heard at
longer delay, it is not clear how subjects would decide
respond to nonfused events, let alone whether their deci
rule was consistent. In the current study, the pointer exp
ment was repeated two times with different instructions~to
match either the right- or left-most image!. The raw data
~Fig. 5! as well as the model estimation of the strength
precedence~Fig. 8! suggest that subjects S1–S4 heard o
one spatial location at shorter delays and two separate
ages at longer delays. However, the second~primarily lag!
image was influenced by the location of the lead in seve
instances, especially for the condition with lag on the right
left and lead at center. Similarly, the ‘‘lead’’ image was i
fluenced by the ‘‘lag’’ image for some conditions and su
jects, particularly when the lag ITD was similar to the le
ITD. For two subjects~S5, S6! two separate images wer
never perceived, perhaps because these subjects wer
tested at delays long enough to reveal this separation.
356 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 1, January 2001 R. Y. Lit
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B. Comparison of the three precedence phenomena

No previous studies have compared performance ac
all three precedence tasks, and few have compared two
previous studies have compared localization dominance
fusion results.

1. Localization dominance and discrimination
suppression

Only one previous study compared localization dom
nance and discrimination suppression~Shinn-Cunningham
et al., 1993!. Results of that study suggest that similar pr
cesses govern these tasks, in that discrimination performa
could be predicted relatively well from localization dom
nance measures. In the current study, the two subjects~S5
and S6! who showed the strongest tendency to match o
one source location in the localization dominance task a
exhibited little change in lag and lead discrimination as
function of delay. These results are consistent with the i
that, for these subjects, localization information from t
lead and lag is combined to form a single estimate of sou
location even for long delays. If positional changes in th
single image are the only cues that S5 and S6 could us
perform the discrimination task, the interference from t
nontarget burst will be pronounced and discrimination w
be relatively poor, independent of delay. In other words,
current study qualitatively supports the view that localizati
dominance and discrimination suppression are closely
lated.

2. Fusion and discrimination suppression

Freymanet al. ~1991! measured fusion and discrimina
tion suppression in the same listeners in free field and c
cluded that these two aspects of precedence are related.
cifically, Freyman et al. found that discrimination
performance was significantly above chance at a delay n
echo threshold. In this free-field study, Freymanet al. ~1991!
randomly presented the lag from one of two locations, se
rated by 20°, and measured discrimination performance
function of delay. These results indicate that subjects are
to extract some directional information from the lag at ec
threshold; however, it must be pointed out that the detec
spatial change of the lag~20°! was quite large compared wit
jnd’s measured in the present study. The current results
dicate that at echo threshold, subjects may be able to ex
some directional information from the lag, but this inform
tion is combined~interacts! with information from the lead.
The lead and lag information form either a single~averaged!
spatial estimate or two separate images, each of whic
influenced by the spatial information in both bursts. Th
while the auditory system might be capable of extract
directional information from the lag at the fusion ech
threshold, some suppression is still present at those de
and best performance is not reached until longer delays.

In a second attempt to link fusion and discriminatio
Yang and Grantham~1997a! compared the same two task
for a train of lead–lag stimuli which produce what is know
as the ‘‘build-up of echo suppression,’’ whereby the stren
of the precedence effect increases with the number of le
lag pairs. This effect has been attributed to ‘‘higher-orde
356ovsky and B. G. Shinn-Cunningham: Measures of precedence
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mechanisms that are involved in ongoing assessmen
room acoustics~Clifton and Freyman, 1997!. Yang and
Grantham~1997a! found that fusion is more susceptible tha
discrimination to the build-up of precedence and conclud
that the mechanisms mediating these two aspects of pr
dence are different.

Our study was not aimed at investigating aspects of
build-up effect. Both discrimination and fusion experimen
presented three lead/lag intervals in each trial; however
the fusion experiment, all three intervals were identic
while in the discrimination~ABX ! paradigm, one of the in-
tervals differed in its spatial cues. There is some evide
that build-up is affected by the ‘‘consistency’’ of the re
peated stimuli~e.g., see Clifton and Freyman, 1997!. As a
result, there may have been less build-up in the discrim
tion stimuli compared to the fusion stimuli; however, a
difference in build-up is likely to be small given the overa
similarity of the stimuli in the discrimination and fusion ex
periments. We found that fusion breaks down at shorter
lays than discrimination suppression. It is possible that w
a longer stimulus train, using our psychophysical meth
fusion would indeed be stronger than discrimination. Furt
tests must be conducted to reach a firm conclusion.

3. Localization dominance and fusion

The current results suggest that the delays at which
teners recover from fusion and from localization dominan
differ. Although there are intersubject differences observ
in both tasks, overall there emerges a consistent story reg
ing the relative strength of these two aspects of precede
In general, fusion ends at relatively short delays compa
with the localization dominance; at echo threshold listen
are not able to match the location of the lagging sour
Intersubject variability also suggests that listeners who
cover from fusion at shorter delays also tend to hear
separate positions at shorter delays~the latter always being
longer than the former!. For instance, the two listeners~S5
and S6! who have unusually high echo thresholds are a
least likely to match two independent source locations~based
on ‘‘left’’ or ‘‘right’’ instructions ! in the localization domi-
nance task.

As pointed out in the above discussion of fusion a
discrimination results, it is known that fusion increases w
repetitions of lead/lag stimuli. No one has ever measu
whether a similar increase in suppression occurs using lo
ization dominance measures; however, the number of
sentations of the lead/lag stimuli differed in the two expe
ments reported here. In the localization dominance task,
‘‘target’’ stimulus was presented as a train of seven ident
lead/lag pairs, whereas in the fusion experiment, compar
stimuli were presented in a train of three identical lead/
pairs. These differences may contribute to the trend to h
two sound events at lead/lag delays for which only o
source image was localized. Further work is necessar
determine whether build-up may contribute to the obser
differences between the lag at which two events are p
ceived and the lag at which two locations are perceiv
Nonetheless, current results suggest that intersubject di
357 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 1, January 2001 R. Y. Lit
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ences in echo threshold are qualitatively similar to inters
ject differences in localization dominance.

All results are consistent with a simple model in whic
lead and lag information interacts perceptually and
strength of the interaction decreases with spatiotemp
separation of the lead and lag. At short delays, lead and
both contribute to spatial perception, but the lead domina
~to the extent that only one position is even heard!. At the
longest delays tested, two sounds are perceived, but are
always heard at independent spatial locations. Spatial s
ration of lead and lag affects the degree to which two ima
are heard, but has no observable effect on the results o
fusion experiment performed in the current study. Over
these results suggest that fusion and localization domina
may be mediated by somewhat different auditory mec
nisms.

C. General notions regarding the precedence effect

Historically, the precedence effect has been discusse
a mechanism for suppressing directional information fro
echoes in order to allow robust localization of a sou
source. However, there are some aspects of the preced
effect that are inconsistent with a mechanism whose prim
purpose is suppression of localization information in echo

For instance, echoes can come from virtually any dir
tion, independent of the source direction. However, both c
rent and previous results~Shinn-Cunninghamet al., 1993!
suggest that the relative directions of the lead and lag af
the strength of the suppression. Specifically, the suppres
of the lag is greater when the lead and lag arise from sim
directions than when they are spatially separated. In addit
the spectral content of an echo is a filtered version of
original source spectrum, so that there is always signific
spectral overlap of the direct sound and any echoes. H
ever, under some circumstances suppression occurs
when there is no spectral overlap of lead and lag~Divenyi,
1992; Shinn-Cunninghamet al., 1995!.

If the spatial auditory system is capable of resolving t
locations of both the lead and lag sources separately~i.e.,
there is little interference between the directional informat
in the lead and the lag!, then there is little need to suppres
lag information to preserve accurate localization of the le
Current theories of binaural interaction~e.g., see Stern and
Trahiotis, 1997! suggest that the interference between dir
tional information from the lead and the lag may be great
when the lead and lag give rise to similar interaural ph
delays ~IPDs! and excite overlapping populations of IPD
sensitive neurons. However, such interference will be
duced when the lag excites a distinct, separate populatio
neurons, allowing both lead and lag to be localized indep
dently. With this analysis, the tendency for suppression to
weaker when lead and lag arrive from very different dire
tions may reflect the fact that in this condition, the lag w
cause less interference with estimation of the lead positi

There is growing evidence that localization informatio
is combined across frequency in order to reduce ambiguit
the spatial information within any given narrow band of fr
quencies~Brainard and Knudsen, 1992; Trahiotis and Ste
1989; Stern and Trahiotis, 1997!. Such cross-frequency inte
357ovsky and B. G. Shinn-Cunningham: Measures of precedence
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gration will be detrimental if spatial information from a lag
ging source is combined with information from a leadi
source, particularly if the spectral content of the lead and
differs.

One interpretation of these results is that the precede
effect is a general process that enables robust localization
only in the presence of echoes, but whenever any compe
information from a second source arrives before the direc
of a previous source has been computed. This view sugg
that echo suppression is a special case of a more ge
computational mechanism in the spatial auditory pathway
suppressing any information that could be disruptive to s
tial auditory perception. In addition, the results suggest t
the mechanisms underlying the three phenomena desc
here might have some general commonality, not merely
the initial stages of processing, but at later stages as we

The current results lend further support to this vie
Results from the localization dominance experiment indic
that the strength of the precedence effect as measured
localization dominance task varies with spatial separation
lead and lag, consistent with a general mechanism for
proving sound localization. Although there are links amo
fusion, discrimination, and localization dominance, furth
work is necessary to quantify how these measures relat
one another.
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